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the Super Survey



In a climate of increased suspicion 
and skepticism towards Islam and 
Muslims, polling data collected over 
the years reveals how Americans 
have come to view their country’s 
third-largest religious group.

overview
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This Super Survey, which compiles 
and analyzes polling questions 
collected by over a dozen polling 
organizations from 1993 to 2014, 
finds that Americans remain 
unfamiliar with Islam; feel more 
coldly towards Muslims than any 
other religious group; and tend  
to see Islam as “more violent” 
than other religions during 
national debates about military 
action in the Middle East. 

Additionally, while they have been 
supportive of mosques in their 
communities, a sizeable portion 
has favored various measures of 
religious profiling. 

In the twenty-first century,  
on average, six in 10 Americans 
has reported that they don’t  
know a Muslim personally.  
And while a plurality of Americans 
has reported having favorable 
views of Muslims since 2000, 
unfavorable views have persisted,  
with relatively little fluctuation 
over time.
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In the decade after 9/11, 
Americans’ self-reported 
knowledge of Islam increased, 
but in 2010, a majority still felt 
uninformed about the religion. 
After 9/11 Americans had 
favorable views of Islam, but by 
the middle of the Iraq War their 
views had flipped, with more 
expressing negative views than 
positive ones. Though most 
agreed that Islam is a “peaceful” 
religion, and that only a small 
minority of Muslims support 
terrorism, Islam was often seen 
by Americans as more “violent” 
when compared to other religions. 
More recently, as the government 
and many media commentators 
have considered the pros and 
cons of responding to the 
emergence of ISIS, Americans 
have expressed that Islam is 
“more likely” to encourage 
violence than other religions.

Domestically, two-thirds or more 
of all Americans have been at 
least “somewhat concerned” with 
the “rise of Islamic extremism”  
in America, and when asked 
about their views on policies 
that would single out Muslims 
for increased scrutiny, a quarter 
or more expressed approval for 
measures like religious profiling, 
monitoring, internment, and 
requiring special IDs.

When it comes to the construction 
of mosques in their communities, 
Americans have been generally 
supportive, though the majority 
opposed the so-called “Ground 
Zero Mosque” in New York.  
And while most Americans have 
seen their Muslim compatriots as 
patriotic and loyal, about half of 
the population has reported that 
they would not support, or would 
be uncomfortable with, a Muslim 

president. (A 2015 poll by Gallup, 
which was conducted after this 
study was completed, found that a 
majority of Americans, 60%, would 
vote for a Muslim president.) 

what this super survey shows 
is that americans have tended 
to be more leery of islam and 
muslims when they’re presented 
in a general way or tied up in a 
political issue. but americans 
have been more supportive  
of the religion and its followers 
within the context of local, 
everyday issues.



introduction

If there is one thing that can unite 
the atheist television host Bill Maher, 
and the Christian televangelist 
Pat Robertson, it is their impassioned 
criticism of Islam.
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The same could be said of the 
liberal neuroscientist Sam Harris 
and conservative shock jock Rush 
Limbaugh. Conversely, America’s 
revered Secretary of State, 
General Colin Powell, and one 
of Hollywood’s most prominent 
political activists, Ben Affleck, 
have passionately defended 
against attacks on the religion.  
So too have the brazenly 
provocative actor Russell Brand 
and the target of his many jokes, 
President George W. Bush. 

As unlikely as these pairings may 
seem — avowed atheists and 
born-again believers, foreign 
policy brass and war critics, 
capitalism-bashing firebrands and 
oil-wealthy presidents — they are 
telling. In the last three decades, 
the American public has become 
increasingly fixated on Islam. 
almost everyone has an opinion 
about this religion and its 1.6 
billion followers.

Since 1980, the United States has 
invaded, bombed, or occupied 14 
Muslim-majority countries;1 militant 
groups like ISIS and Al-Qaeda have 
increasingly grabbed headlines 
with wanton violence; and the 
American Muslim population has 
grown such that it is on track to 
more than double by 2030.2 

No other religion so regularly 
figures into evening news cycles 
or discussions about American 
foreign policy. 

No other religion occupies such 
a significant chunk of our social 
interaction online, spurring 
memes and counter-memes, 
hashtag campaigns and Twitter 
wars, sincere conversations and 
snarky agitations, viral videos  
and virulent diatribes.

No other religion inspires such 
diverse and, at times, polarized 
public opinions.
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While Islam and Muslims are 
habitual subjects of inquiry and 
debate, less has been said about 
how Americans actually perceive 
the religion and its followers.

Anecdotally, we hear of the ebbs 
and flows in America’s complex 
relationship with its third-largest 
religious group — the public 
protests against Park 51, the 
“Ground Zero Mosque” that 
opponents dubbed a “monument 
to terrorism;” the first-ever Muslim 
prayer service in the historic 
Washington National Cathedral; 
political and media commentators 
questioning the loyalty of 
Muslim citizens; and efforts to 
accommodate Muslims’ religious 
practices in schools  
and workplaces. 

We also digest the grimmer 
stories of discrimination, hate 
speech, and flashpoints of 
violence that reflect a climate 
of mistrust and animosity: the 
slaying of Muslim students in 
North Carolina, vandalisms of 
local mosques and homes, or 
online threats and harassment.

Periodically, we get readings of 
the public’s pulse from studies 
offered by polling organizations 
that provide valuable information 
about society’s views on Islam 
and Muslims at particular 
moments in time.

But what does the bigger picture 
look like? How have Americans’ 
opinions evolved over time? 
How can we trace the changing 
contours of those views?

Dozens of surveys on Americans’ 
views of Islam and Muslims exist, 
but are housed in disparate 
quarters and rarely examined  
in concert with one another.  
It’s easy to cite a single poll by  
a single group, but that gives us  
a limited view of a fuller and more 
nuanced portrait.

This Super Survey changes that.

For the first time ever, major 
polling data on Americans’  
views of Islam and Muslims, 
collected by more than a dozen 
organizations from 1993 to 2014, 
has been aggregated into one 
central location, and analyzed  
to highlight trends over the last 
two decades. 



our Methodology
 
 
> The 480 polls included in this study 
were gathered using the iPoll Databank 
at the University of Connecticut’s 
Roper Center for Public Opinion 
Research. This online archive catalogs 
thousands of polling datasets that 
measure American national opinion on 
a variety of issues. Wanting to gauge 
Americans’ views of American Muslims 
and Muslims globally, their opinions 
and knowledge about the religion of 
Islam, and their perspectives about a 
range of issues which affect or involve 
Muslims in the United States, we 
entered the search terms “Muslim,” 
“Muslims,” “Islam,” and “Islamic” into 
the database. Questions that fit this 
profile were included in this study.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
The many other questions that were 
generated by these search strings 
but did not fit this set of criteria 
were excluded. Because the iPoll 
Databank did not include surveys 
from Rasmussen, a prominent 
polling organization, data from 
Rasmussen that fit the criteria was 
also incorporated into the study. An 
in-depth survey conducted by Cornell 
University, which solicited views about 
restrictions on Muslims’ civil liberties, 
was also included. Select polls from 
Zogby, Gallup, and the National 
Conference for Community and Justice, 
which also address these topics, were 
included, though they were not housed 
in iPoll. Data collection began on 
September 10, 2014 and concluded  
on December 10, 2014.

From our analysis of 480 
questions in 179 surveys,  
five themes emerged: 

1 impressions of Muslims 
2 views of islam 
3  opinions on the 

relationship between  
islam and violence

4  views of policies that 
“single out” Muslims 

5  Feelings about Muslims’ 
place in american society.

These themes are featured 
in respective chapters, which 
discuss Americans’ familiarity 
with the teachings of Islam; how 
favorably Americans viewed their 
Muslim neighbors; the degree 
to which Americans link Islam 
and violence; public support for 
religious profiling; and beliefs 
about the patriotism and loyalty 
of American Muslims. 

What results is a story that is 
neither overly optimistic, nor 
entirely bleak. 

The data presented in the 
following chapters shows that 
while Americans feel more 
coldly towards Muslims than 
other religious groups, and 
that significant portions of the 
population express support 
for practices and policies that 
curb the freedoms of American 

Muslims, those who feel this way 
are often a minority and rarely 
equal half of the U.S. population. 
On one hand, most Americans 
opposed the construction of an 
Islamic center near the site of 
the 9/11 attacks in New York, but 
on the other, the vast majority 
said they would support the 
construction of a mosque in 
their neighborhood. While many 
Americans are uncomfortable 
with travelers wearing Islamic 
garb on an airplane, most 
Americans said they’d support the 
rights of Muslims to wear religious 
clothing in schools or at work.

We hope this Super Survey, which 
distills a wealth of raw polling 
data into an easily navigable and 
visually engaging report, will be 
a resource for those who seek to 
better understand how Americans 
view Muslims and their religion.
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Muslims: Mostly unknown, 
not entirely unliked

chapter one
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Muslims are one of the largest and 
most diverse religious groups on earth. 

According to a 2012 Pew Global 
Landscape Report, an estimated 
1.6 billion people — or nearly one-
quarter of the world’s population 
— are Muslims, making Islam 
second to Christianity in number 
of global followers.1 Muslims live 
in virtually every corner of the 
world, and contrary to common 
assumptions, the Middle East  
is home to just 20% of the  
total population.

In the United States, the Muslim 
population is small but growing. 
Its three million followers 
outnumber Episcopalians today, 
and by 2030, the American 
Muslim population is expected 
to be on par with the Jewish 
community.2 It is also the most 
diverse of any religious group in 
the country. American Muslims 
include African Americans as 
well as immigrants from at least 

77 countries.3 They have widely 
differing views on the role that 
religion plays in their daily lives, 
and, according to Pew Research 
Center, they are as religiously 
observant as Christian Americans.4 
Though they are the third-largest 
religious group in America today, 
Muslims face the challenge of 
normalizing their status as religious 
(and often ethnic) minorities.



> A 2007 Pew survey found 
that one-third of Americans 
reported that the “media” 
influenced their views 
of Muslims most, while 
one in five reported that 
“personal experience” bore 
greatest influence on their 
views of Muslims. Similarly, 
one in five reported that 
“education” had the biggest 
influence on their views.7

Media inFluenceS viewS

Episodes of violence often eclipse 
the diversity and lived realities of 
Muslim communities around the 
world. The brutality of groups 
like Al-Qaeda, ISIS, and Boko 
Haram dominates headlines, and 
the religious language they use 
to legitimate their actions and 
mobilize support, elicits suspicion 
and resentment towards all those 
who share their faith. In Europe 
and the United States, this has 
resulted in a persistent climate 
of islamophobia — prejudice 
towards or discrimination against 
Muslims due to their religion, or 
perceived religious, national, or 
ethnic identity association.5  
Hate crimes that target American 
Muslims are five times more 
common today than they were 
before 9/11.6 In Europe, where 

Muslims comprise the second-
largest religious group in many 
countries, rising anti-immigrant 
and nationalist parties also 
threaten Muslims’ civil liberties. 

In this climate, what do Americans 
believe about Muslims? How 
have American attitudes towards 
Muslims changed over the past 
decades? How do American 
perceptions of Muslims compare 
to those of other religious groups? 

In this chapter we outline polling 
data that measures Americans’ 
familiarity with Muslims, 
favorability of American Muslims 
and Muslims abroad, and feelings 
about the group’s personal 
characteristics and Islamic 
religious practices. 
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> how well Do americans Know Their muslim neighbors?

in the twenty-first century, on average, approximately six in 10 americans 
have reported that they don’t know a Muslim personally.

Nineteen polls conducted by eight organizations between 2000 and 2014 show that, 
on average, four in 10 (41%) Americans reported that they personally knew a Muslim, 
while almost six in 10 (58%) reported that they did not.8 (See Figure 1.)

When it comes to Americans’ familiarity with people from religious groups other than 
their own, Muslims regularly rank near the bottom.

26

americans’ personal familiarity with muslims
19 polls from 2000-2014 from various organizations
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This is according to analysis of a total of 30 questions about 
favorability of Muslims conducted by various organizations between 
2000 and 2014.11 (This analysis excludes five question on the subject 
conducted by Zogby, whose results were so drastically different  
that they were unable to be compared.)

An average of Americans’ views from 2002 to 2012 show that 
approximately half of all Americans had favorable views of both 
groups. Unfavorable views of the two groups have been nearly  
even as well, at 30%.12

Now we’ll turn to Americans’ impressions of Muslims living in the U.S.

> how favorably Do americans View muslims?

Polling organizations asked Americans about their views of Muslims as a general religious group, 
and of their Muslim compatriots specifically.

Since 2000, a plurality of americans have reported favorable 
views of both american Muslims, and Muslims globally. 
however, unfavorable views have persisted.

FlaShback 

> In 1993, the National Conference 
Survey on Intergroup Relations 
determined that 53% of Americans 
had “hardly any” contact with 
Muslims. Only a quarter of Americans 
responded that they had “a great 
deal” or “some” contact with Muslims.9 

SoMe aMericanS  
adMit prejudice

> In 2006, ABC News found that 27% 
of Americans agreed that they “had at 
least some feelings of prejudice against 
Muslims.” That same year, Gallup found 
that 39% also agreed with this.13

Most Americans 
Haven’t Had a 
Conversation 
with a Muslim

Two polls conducted by Pew and the Public Religion Research 
Institute asked Americans about conversations they’d had with 
Muslims. In 2000, Pew found that 80% of Americans had never had 
an in-depth conversation about religion with a Muslim. Ten years 
later, PRRI asked Americans how often they’d had a conversation 
with a Muslim in the past 12 months. Sixty eight percent said they 
“seldom” or “never” had a conversation with a Muslim.10
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> Impressions of American Muslims

at least one in five americans has reported unfavorable 
views of their Muslim compatriots since 2000.14

From 2000 to 2012, a total of 13 questions were asked about 
favorability of U.S. Muslims. 

“Very favorable” views of American Muslims never exceeded 16%, 
and, on average, hovered around 11%.15 

Eight of these polls were conducted by Pew between 2000 and 
2007 show unfavorable views of American Muslims increasing while 
favorable views of American Muslims decrease slightly. (See Figure 2.)16

Gallup polling data from 2006 and 2008 also shows that “positive” 
views of American Muslims decreased (by 9%).17

unfavorable Views of american muslims Grow steadily
Pew polls, 2000-2007
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> Impressions of Muslims as a Global Religious Community

The impact of Terror

When it comes to Americans’ opinions of Muslims worldwide, the numbers look similar.

Since 1993, at least one in five americans (22%) 
has reported unfavorable views of Muslims.

No more than two-thirds of the American population have ever 
expressed favorable views of Muslims.

These statistics are based off 26 polls on favorability of Muslims 
conducted between 1993 and 2014 by different polling organizations.18

1993 Attack 
on World 
Trade Center
A Zogby poll 
conducted 
in March 
1993 found 
that 55% of 
Americans 
said “the 
series of 
events 
following 
the World 
Trade Center 
bombing will 
not impact 
negatively 
their view of 
Muslims.”19

2001 Attack 
on World 
Trade Center
Two polls 
conducted 
in 2010 and 
2011 by CBS 
and the 
New York 
Times found 
that about 
one in five 
Americans 
admitted 
to having 
“negative 
feelings 
toward 
Muslims 
because of 
the attack 
on the 
World Trade 
Center”  
on 9/11.20
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Five surveys between 2004 and 2014, found that americans felt colder 
towards Muslims than other religious groups, often by large margins.21

Here’s what that looks like:

A 2004 poll by the National Opinion Research Center and the University of Chicago found that 
Muslims received twice as many “cold” or “not favorable” ratings as Catholics did, and four times as 
many “cold” ratings as Jews and Protestants received. Muslims received fewer “warm” or “favorable” 
ratings that Jews, Catholics, and Protestants received (by 20 points).22 (See Figure 3.) 

A 2006 poll by Harvard University found that Muslims received more cold ratings than any other group 
mentioned. Muslims received three times as many cold ratings as Catholics and nearly four times as many 
cold ratings and Protestants.23

A June 2006 poll by Faith Matters (with Harvard University) found that Muslims received far more “cold” 
ratings and fewer “warm” ratings than all other religious groups.24 Muslims received nearly three times 
as many “cold” ratings as Jews, Catholics, and Mainline Protestants. Muslims also received fewer “warm” 
ratings (19) than all other groups, which received ratings in the 30s and 40s. Muslims received less than 
half the “warm” ratings that all other groups received. (See Figure 4.)

religious  
group

religious  
group

cold ratings 
(0-49)

cold ratings 
(0-49)

neutral to warm ratings 
(50-100)

warm ratings 
(50-100)

don’t  
know

neutral
(50)

muslims receive four Times as many “cold” ratings as Jews
2004 National Opinion Research Center, University of Chicago, Feeling Thermometer

muslims received fewer “warm” ratings Than all other Groups
2006 Faith Matter and Harvard University, Feeling Thermometer Survey

Figure 3
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Some polling organizations measured favorability of Muslims using the “feeling thermometer,” a survey tool 
that allows respondents to express their attitudes about a particular group by applying a numeric rating.



A 2014 poll by the Pew Forum on Religion and Public Life found that Muslims received the lowest mean 
rating (40) of all religions mentioned, the least amount of “warm” ratings,” and the highest amount of 
“cold” ratings.26 (See Figure 5.)

A 2013 prri survey found that Americans felt “coldest” towards Muslims. Muslims received the lowest 
average rating of all groups mentioned, including Atheists.25 
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> what Traits characterize muslims? 

What types of characteristics do Americans attribute to Muslims? Beyond “favorable,” “unfavorable,” “cold,” 
or “warm,” what are the specific personality traits and features that Americans associate with Muslims? 

Pew conducted two surveys in 2006 and 2011 that asked Americans which of the following characteristics 
they associated with Muslims.27

Generous
2006

Yes 26% | no 50% | Don’t Know 24%
2011

Yes 33% | no 50%

honesT
2006

Yes 44% | no 36% | Don’t Know 20%
2011

Yes 49% | no 36% | Don’t Know 16%

immoral 
2006

Yes 19% | no 65% | Don’t Know 16%
2011

Yes 24% | no 65% | Don’t Know 11% 

GreeDY
2006

Yes 24% | no 60% | Don’t Know 16%
2011

Yes 20% | no 68% | Don’t Know 12%

selfish
2006

Yes 27% | no 56% | Don’t Know 17%
2011

Yes 29% | no 59% | Don’t Know 12%

arroGanT
2006 

Yes 35% | no 53% | Don’t Know 12%
2011

Yes 34% | no 54% | Don’t Know 11%

fanaTical
2006

Yes 43% | no 41% | Don’t Know 16%
2011

Yes 41% | no 49% | Don’t Know 10%

DeVouT
2006

Yes 67% | no 18% | Don’t Know 14% 
2011

No data available

ToleranT
2006 

Yes 28% | no 58% | Don’t Know 15%
2011

Yes 33% | no 55% | Don’t Know 11%

religious  
group

cold ratings 
(0-33)

warm ratings 
(67-100)

Mid-range ratings 
(34-66)

Mean  
rating

Did You Know?
2014 Pew Forum on Religion and Public Life

Figure 5
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>  americans’ Views of muslim Treatment 
of women and non-muslims

In two surveys (2006 and 2011), Pew Research Center found that a vast majority of Americans (69% and 
71% respectively) did not think that Muslims were respectful of women.30 

In 2006, Gallup asked the same question about Muslims living in the US and found that fewer Americans 
thought that American Muslims were disrespectful of women (52%).31 According to an August 2008 
Transatlantic Trends survey, half of Americans say that Muslim women “often have a lower social standing 
than Muslim men in the United States.”32

The 2008 Transatlantic Trends survey found that 60% of Americans believe that Muslims are respectful of 
other cultures. Gallup data from 2006 shows that roughly half of Americans say that “Muslims living in the 
US are respectful of other religions.”33

did you know? 

> In February of 2015, the first 
all-female mosque opened in Los 
Angeles. In China, home to more than 
23 million Muslims, all-female mosques 
have existed for hundreds of years.

MuSliM woMen aMong  
MoSt educated in uS

 
> A 2008 Gallup study showed 
that American Muslim women are 
the second-most educated female 
religious group after Jewish women.34

FlaShback 

> A 1993 Zogby poll found that one in three Americans believed that “the vast 
Majority of Muslims hate terrorism,” while roughly four in 10 believed that Muslims 
“tend to be religious fanatics.” The poll also found that 56% of Americans 
believed that Muslims “segregate and suppress women,” while approximately  
one in three said they are “not tolerant of others.”29

britiSh MuSliMS donate More

> According to a 2013 survey by 
a London-based polling agency, 
British Muslims donate more money 
to charities than any other religious 
group. A Pew study that year surveyed 
38,000 Muslims in 39 countries around 
the world. It found that 77% donate to 
the needy each year.28 
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gallup, july 2006 
Yes 87% 
no 7% 
no opinion 7%

gallup, july 2006 
Yes 44 % 
no 46%
no opinion 10%

gallup, March 2011 
Yes 82% 
no 8%
no opinion 11%

gallup, March 2011  
Yes 36%
no 50%
no opinion 15% 

>  how Do americans feel about muslims’ religious beliefs 
and practices?

“are Muslims living in the uS committed to their 
religious beliefs?”

“are Muslims living in the united States too extreme 
in their religious beliefs?”

A 1993 survey conducted by the National Conference Survey on Intergroup Relations (NCSIR) found that 
an overwhelming majority — 84% — of Americans agreed with the statement: “Muslims take pride in their 
cultural and religious heritage.” A large majority — 77% — also agreed that they are “deeply religious people 
and follow and strict code of personal behavior.”35 

According to two Pew polls conducted in May of 2005 and May of 2006, approximately half of Americans 
believe that there is a “growing sense of Islamic identity among Muslims in our country.”36 A July 2005 Pew 
poll indicated that two-thirds of Americans believe that Muslims in the United States have a “strong sense” 
of Islamic identity.37 

Gallup asked Americans if Muslims living in the US were “committed to their religious beliefs” and if they 
were “ too extreme.”38 Here’s what they said:

> According to a 2011 Pew study, 
American Muslims are equally religious 
as Christians. The same study found 
that, on the whole, U.S. Muslims are 
not “extreme” in their views.39
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> Islamic Garb Makes Many Americans Uneasy

When it comes to Muslims wearing traditional religious clothing while traveling, views are fairly mixed. 

According to an October 2010 poll conducted by Fox News, nearly six in 10 indicated that they would not 
be “nervous” if they “saw fellow airplane passengers dressed in Muslim clothing.”40

An August 2011 Public Religion Research Institute poll found that half of Americans (48%) would be 
“uncomfortable with Muslim women wearing clothing that covers their whole body, including their faces,” 
while approximately the same percentage (53%) said that they would be “comfortable” with “a group of 
Muslim men praying in an airport.”42 

According to a Gallup study from 2006, gender of Muslim travelers influences views. One in five Americans, 
the poll reports, would feel “nervous if they noticed a Muslim woman flying on the same airplane” as them, 
while more — one in three — would feel “nervous if they noticed a Muslim man” flying on the same airplane.43

>> Next, we’ll examine American opinions of the religion of Islam over two decades.44

42 43

aMericanS think other 
aMericanS Fear MuSliMS 

> A Fox survey in June 2002 asked 
if Americans were more likely to feel 
fear or sympathy towards Muslims. 
Sixty-three percent of Americans said 
their compatriots would likely feel 
fear, while 12% said they would likely 
feel sympathy.41



islam: unfamiliar to most, 
unfavorable to many 

chapter two



“Islamist extremism rears its head 
across swath of Africa.”2 

“Muslim Rage.”3

Islam, it seems, is always the 
front-page boogeyman. It’s 
impossible to read the news in 
major outlets like the Washington 
Post, CNN, or Newsweek without 
noticing references to Islam and 
its adherents in the context of 

war, violence, and destruction.
In recent decades, particularly 
since the attacks of 9/11, news 
media coverage of Islam has been 
incessant — and largely negative. 
According to MediaTenor, a 
research institute that examined 
two million Western news stories, 
the media’s coverage of Islam 
has rarely been positive.4 And 
in the 10 years after 9/11, the 
average tone of coverage has 

only become worse.5 (See Figure 6.) 
Most coverage of Islam, Muslims, 
and Muslim organizations usually 
centers on international conflicts 
in the Middle East or relates to 
domestic homeland security 
concerns. In 2014, negative 
coverage of Islam reached an 
all-time high, as ISIS gained a 
foothold in Iraq and in American 
news headlines.6 
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The headlines scream: 

“Islamic State beheads  
American Kassig.”1 
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Stories that portray Islam and 
its followers positively, or even 
neutrally, occasionally appear in 
local news outlets, but rarely in 
national ones. In the absence of 
stories about small town mosques 
or the daily activities of Muslims 
worldwide, americans are left 
with a monolithic picture of the 
religion. With each new terrorist 
attack or U.S. military incursion 
in Muslim-majority countries, the 
perceived link between Islam 
and conflict is reinforced in the 
Western imagination. 

Given that Americans’ are 
constantly bombarded with 
negative news about Islam, it’s 
unsurprising that they have 
strong views about the religion. 
In this chapter, we outline polling 
data on Americans’ views of 
Islam: Do they view it favorably 
or unfavorably? Do they report 
having a good understanding of 
the religion? Do they see Islam 
as similar to Christianity? How 
do they describe the religion in a 
single word?

> how favorably Do americans View islam?

after 9/11 americans had favorable views of islam, but by the middle of the 
iraq war, americans’ views had flipped. More people had negative views of the 
religion than positive ones.

Over the last two decades, pollsters regularly asked Americans about whether or not they had “favorable” 
 or “unfavorable” views of Islam. Nine polling organizations questioned Americans 30 times on this topic.7  
A majority of polls conducted after 9/11, and through the first few years of the Iraq war, found that a plurality 
of Americans held “favorable” views of Islam. More Americans viewed Islam favorably than unfavorably.

But Americans’ views changed as the Iraq War continued and the troop surge began. From 2006 onward,  
all polls found that more Americans had unfavorable views of Islam than had favorable ones.8

FlaShback

> In a poll conducted before the 1993 World Trade Center 
bombing, nearly two-thirds of Americans (64%) responded 
“don’t know” when asked about their views of Islam.  
After the 9/11 attacks, no more than 35% of the population 
responded that they were unsure. This indicates that 
between the early 1990s and the early 2000s, a number  
of Americans made up their mind about Islam.9
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“I also want to speak tonight directly 
to Muslims throughout the world. 
We respect your faith. It’s practiced 
freely by many millions of Americans, 
and by millions more in countries 
that America counts as friends. Its 
teachings are good and peaceful, and 
those who commit evil in the name of 
Allah blaspheme the name of Allah. 
The terrorists are traitors to their own 
faith, trying, in effect, to hijack Islam 
itself. The enemy of America is not 
our many Muslim friends; it is not our 
many Arab friends. Our enemy is a 
radical network of terrorists, and every 
government that supports them.”

preSident george w. buSh
September 20, 2001

on average, four in 10 americans viewed islam unfavorably.10

Analysis of these 30 polls also found that

those who viewed islam favorably never exceeded 50% of the u.S. population. 

There was one exception: a Gallup poll conducted immediately after 9/11, 
in which 66% reported having favorable views. 
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pew polls: 2002-2010 Pew polls also indicate a similar trend. From 2002 to 2005, more people expressed 
favorable views than unfavorable ones, but in 2010, the number of Americans reporting unfavorable views 
exceeded those with favorable views.12 (See Figure 8.)

cbs news polls: 2002-2013 CBS News polls presented a consistently negative picture. The number of 
Americans reporting unfavorable views of Islam was always higher than those reporting favorable views. 
In seven out of nine CBS polls, more Americans said they “hadn’t heard enough” about Islam to make 
a judgment, than those who expressed favorable views. Unlike other polling organizations, CBS gave 
respondents the option “haven’t heard enough,” which was always chosen by 20 to 30% of the population.13

Three polling organizations, ABC News, Pew, and CBS News, asked the question on favorability most often. 
Taken on their own, these respective data sets reflect the general trend gleaned from the analysis of all 30 
questions taken together.

abc news polls: 2001-2010 Immediately after 9/11, more people responded that they had favorable views 
than unfavorable ones, but from 2006 to 2010, unfavorable views exceeded favorable opinions. ABC News 
polls also found that the number of those reporting unfavorable views of Islam increased sharply from 
2002 to 2010, while those responding “no opinion” dropped considerably. This indicates that as Americans 
made up their minds about the religion of Islam, more people developed unfavorable views.11 (See Figure 7.)  
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> how familiar are americans with islam?

Over the past several decades, information about Islam has become increasingly available 
through countless books, magazine articles, and online outlets. In universities across the country, 
students have opportunities to study its basic teachings and history, and resources about the 
religion stock the shelves of public libraries and bookstores. References to Islam continue to 
abound in media coverage of episodic violence carried out by Muslims around the world.

Despite this continued exposure, a majority of Americans still felt uninformed about Islam.  
This is according to 15 questions asked on the subject.14

From 2001 to 2010, americans’ self-reported knowledge of islam increased, 
but in 2010, a majority still felt uninformed about the religion. 

According to eight of those polls, by ABC news, the number of Americans who claimed to have a “good 
understanding” of Islam rose slightly in the decade after 9/11. Despite this rise, in 2010, more than half of the 
population still said they did not have a good “understanding” of the religion.15 (See Figure 9.) 
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66% 53% 57% 55% 3% 45%

The other seven polls, six by Pew and one by CBS News/New York Times, asked Americans “How much would 
you say you know about the Muslim religion and its practices?”16 Those responding that they knew “some” or 
“a great deal” about Islam rose slightly, while those responding “not very much” or “nothing at all” decreased 
slightly. Still, over that decade, less than one in 10 Americans felt they knew “a great deal about Islam,” and 
approximately one in three Americans said they “didn’t know very much.” One in four Americans confessed 
to knowing “nothing at all.” Those responding that they “didn’t know very much” or “nothing at all” always 
equaled more than half of the population.

Before 9/11, in 2000, 66% of 
Americans responded “not too well” 
when asked about their understanding 
of Islam’s “basic ideas.” Only one in 
three Americans reported that they 
either understood Islam “very well”  
or “somewhat well.”17 

In March 2002 over half of Americans 
(53%) were “very unfamiliar” with the 
basic teachings of Islam.18 

In August 2002, the Los Angeles 
Times asked Americans if they’d 
“made an effort to learn more 
about the Islamic faith.” one  
in three said yes, while slightly  
over half (57%) said no.19 

In 2002 and 2006, a little more than half 
of Americans (55%, 56%) felt they “knew 
more about Islam” than they did at 9/11. 
Four in 10 Americans (41%, 39%) said 
their knowledge hadn’t changed.22 

In 2009 Americans were asked, “How 
much knowledge would you say you 
have about Islam?” 3% said “a great 
deal,” while one in three said “some.”23

Shortly before Representative Peter 
King held Congressional hearings 
about “Muslim radicalization,” the 
Public Religion Research Institute 
found that Americans were split over 
whether they felt “well-informed” 
about Islam. 45% agree and 45% 
disagreed. Later that year, PRRI found 
that 1 in three Americans claimed to 
know “nothing” about the religious 
practices of Muslims.”24
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less Than half of americans Knew basic islamic Terms
Two Pew polls conducted in 2002 and 2003 asked Americans if they knew “what name Muslims use to refer 
to God.” In both polls, approximately half of Americans (47% and 45% respectively) answered correctly with 
“Allah,” while about half provided incorrect answers or said they “didn’t know.”20 In those same years, Pew also 
found that slightly fewer Americans (43% and 42% respectively) could accurately state the “name of the Islamic 
equivalent to the Bible,” the Qur’an. By 2005, half of Americans (51%) knew the name of Islam’s holy book.21

snapshots of self-reported Knowledge of islam
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Islam and Christianity, along with Judaism, are often called “the Abrahamic religions,” a reference that alludes 
to their common origin in the prophetic personalities of the ancient Near East. Despite this shared heritage, 

Many americans — the vast majority of whom are christian — don’t see 
similarities between their religion and islam.

> islam: similar to other religions?

This is according to five Pew polls conducted between 2001 and 2007, a majority of Americans said that Islam 
was “very different” from their own religion.25 Americans expressed this again in 2009, when Pew found that 
two in three Americans said Islam was “different from their own religion.”26 Only 17% said it was “similar.”

A 2004 Cornell poll found that 27% of Americans reported that “Islamic values are similar to Christian values.”27 

Associated characteristics were 
grouped by Pew. The characteristics 
were organized into categories 
(negative, neutral, and positive)  
by the Bridge Initiative.

neGaTiVe

General negative 
6

fanatical/radical 
6

strict/Dogmatic/controlling 
4

cult/wrong/not real 
3

misguided/confused 
3

confusing/mysterious 
3

Terrorist/Kill/Death 
2

angry/Dangerous/Violent 
2

bad/evil 
2

crazy/strange 
1

fearful/scary 
1

separate/closed off/secretive 
1

ToTal > 34

posiTiVe

faithful/Devout/committed 
7

Generally positive 
3

peaceful/respectful/ 
compassionate 

3

acceptable/ok 
1

strong/Good 
1

ToTal > 15

neuTral

religious/cultural reference 
6

Different 
2

allah/Qur’an/muhammad 
2

misunderstood 
1

organized/unified 
1

ToTal > 12
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aMericanS uSe negative 
terMS to deScribe iSlaM
 
 
A Pew poll conducted in 2007 
asked Americans to provide 
“one word that best describes 
their impression of Islam.” 
Thirty-four percent of the 
population responded with a 
generally negative term, which 
is more than double those 
who provided a positive term 
(15%). Twelve percent used a 
neutral description, while one-
third of Americans (32%) said 
they “didn’t know” and didn’t 
provide a word.28 



islam and violence: americans 
see islam as “more violent” 
during debates about military 
action in the Middle east

chapter three



This is especially so in Western 
societies, where since the Iranian 
revolution in the late 1970s the 
public has been presented with 
a particularly menacing picture 
of the religion and its followers. 
Since 1980, the United States 
has been involved militarily in 
over a dozen Muslim-majority 
countries, resulting in media 
coverage saturated with simplistic 
depictions of Muslims as violent. 

This one-sided view is also 
compounded by the rise and 
exposure of terrorist groups 
like the Taliban, Al-Qaeda, 
Boko Haram, and ISIS. While 
these groups represent a small 
fraction of the world’s 1.6 billion 
Muslims, their attacks attract 
significant attention. And while 
the motivation for much terrorism 
is political, the religious language 
that terrorists use to justify their 
acts contributes to perceptions  
of a link between Islam and 
violence as well.

What does the American  
public think about the supposed 
relationship between Islam  
and violence? Do they believe  
that Islam sanctions violence 
more than other religions?  
Do Americans think that  
terrorism in the name of Islam  
is a perversion of the faith, or  
an accurate interpretation?  
What are their views of Muslims 
efforts to combat violent extremists 
in their communities? The following 
data explains Americans’ views  
on these issues over time.

Of all the images and characteristics 
commonly associated with Islam, 
none are more prominent and 
prevalent than violence.

In the 13 years after 9/11, Americans were asked whether or not they believed that Islam is “more likely to 
encourage violence” than other religions. Eighteen polls conducted between 2002 and 2014 by Pew, ABC 
News, and the Public Agenda Foundation asked Americans about their views on this. Americans’ responses 
fluctuated over time — sometimes more agreed with this statement, and at other times, they disagreed.  
The lead-up to the Iraq War in 2003, the high numbers of U.S. troops deaths prompting a troop surge in 
2007, and the debate over how to deal with the emergence of ISIS coincide with instances where a plurality  
of Americans said that Islam is “more likely to encourage violence than other religions.”1 (See Figure 10.)

> is islam more Violent Than other religions?
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is islam more 
likely than 
other religions 
to encourage 
violence, or not?
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But by 2014, the number of Americans who believed this had grown 
to a record high. As the public again debated how to address the 
rise of ISIS in Iraq and Syria, half of Americans held this view. 

While in 2002, more than half the population expressed that Islam 
“does not” encourage more violence than other religions, by 
September 2014, views had completely flipped.4

Prior to the invasion of Iraq in 2003, more than 50% of the population believed that Islam “does not encourage 
violence more than other religions.”2 However, as the nation debated over whether or not to invade Iraq and as 
the war began, views shifted. From 2003 to 2004, more Americans believed that Islam was uniquely violent. 

Again in 2006 and 2007, as record numbers of American troops killed, and as officials considered deploying 
additional troops to quell Iraq’s civil war, a plurality believed that Islam was “more likely to encourage 
violence.”3 During the next four years, as Americans turned their attention to the economic recession and 
domestic issues, fewer Americans said that Islam was unique in encouraging violence. 



In summary, more Americans said that Islam was “more likely to encourage 
violence than other religions” during three significant times: when some 
government officials and media personalities had made (or were currently 
making) the case for U.S. military involvement in the Middle East (Iraq in 
2003, Iraq surge in 2007, and ISIS in 2014.)5 

Between 2002 and 2013, Gallup and CBS News conducted a total of seven polls asking a similar question. 
The results show a similar trend: Increases in the number of Americans who believed that Islam 
“encourages violence more than other religions” correspond with the Iraq War troop surge and the rise 
of ISIS (2006, 2007, and 2013).6 (See Figure 11.)
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> “Are there more violent extremists within Islam?”

Four polls conducted between 2002 and 2011 by ABC News (2), Religion and Ethics Newsweekly (1), and 
the University of Maryland (1) show a steep increase in the number of Americans reporting that they think: 
“there are more violent extremists within Islam.”7 (See Figure 12.)

> Pluralities Claim Islam is More Violent 

Despite the fluctuation in views reported above, polling data from the same period (but which wasn’t 
gathered consistently over time) suggests that a plurality of Americans believes that Islam is more violent  
than other religions.

>  According to a Cornell poll in October in 2004, 47% of Americans said that Islam was more likely to 
encourage violence than other religions.”8

>  When asked in a 2005 survey about which religion is the “most violent” — Christianity, Islam, Judaism, or 
Hinduism — two-thirds (67%) of Americans responded “Islam.” That percentage is seven times higher than 
those who chose Christianity (9%). Judaism received 4% of responses while Hinduism received 5%.9

>  According to a June 2007 poll, Americans were nearly twice as likely to say that Christianity “promotes 
peace” than to say the same about Islam. Similarly, Americans were three times as likely to say that Islam 
“promotes violence” than they were to say the same about Judaism.10 That poll also found that seven in 10 
Americans believed that, compared to other religions, Islam is mostly likely to have followers that “would 
use violence in an attempt to spread their religion.”11

>  In 2010, Time found that nearly half of Americans (46%) believed that Islam was “more likely than other 
religions to encourage violence against non-believers.” Roughly one in four said Islam encourages violence 
to the same degree as other religions.12 

>  In 2011 and 2012, CBS News conducted three polls in which they asked Americans if they thought “Islam 
is a more peaceful religion, a less peaceful religion, or about as peaceful as most other religions?” On 
average, one third (34%) of Americans believed Islam was “less peaceful” than other religions, while nearly 
half of Americans (45%) believe Islam is “about as peaceful” as other religions.13
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> Terrorism: supported by islamic teachings? > is islam a peaceful or Violent religion?

in the decade after 9/11, most americans believed that islam was a 
“peaceful” religion, though a third maintained that it “encourages violence 
against non-Muslims.”20

Most americans believe that only a minority of Muslims supports terrorism, 
and that it is not condoned by islamic teachings. 

In 2001 and 2002, Newsweek found that seven in 10 Americans responded that they thought suicide bombings 
are a “perversion of Islam by extremists.”14 Similarly, a total of three polls conducted by Wirthlin Worldwide (2001), 
the Chicago Council on Foreign Relations (2002), and the University of Maryland (2011) found that a majority of 
Americans believed that the 9/11 attacks “do not at all”, or “not very much,” represent the “true teachings of Islam.”15

According to three surveys conducted by the Public Agenda Foundation in 2007 and 2008, approximately 
three in four Americans expressed that they think only a “small minority” of Muslims support terrorism.16 

While a majority of Americans believe that Islam doesn’t condone violence, sizable portions still think it does. 
Approximately one in five respondents to the Public Agenda Foundation polls mentioned above believed that 
a “majority” supports terrorism.17 According to two polls conducted by ABC News between 2001 and 2011, the 
number of people who believed that “the terrorists who attacked the United States on 9/11 held views that 
were close to the mainstream teachings of Islam” tripled, jumping from 7% immediately after 9/11 to 22% more 
than a decade later.18

FlaShback

 
> A 1993 Poll conducted by the National Conference Survey on Intergroup Relations found that half of 
Americans agreed that “Muslims belong to a religion that condones or supports terrorism.”19

In a total of eight polls conducted by ABC News (7) and Quinnipiac (1), Americans were asked if they thought 
“mainstream Islam encourages violence against non-Muslims” or if it is “a peaceful religion.” In each poll, more 
Americans responded that they believed Islam is a “peaceful religion.” Still, on average, three in 10 Americans 
believe Islam “encourages violence against non-Muslims.”21 (See Figure 13.)
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> According to a 2002 ABC News poll, half of Americans 
think that calling Islam a “violent religion” is “an example of 
anti-Muslim prejudice.”22 Another ABC News poll that year 
found that 57% of Americans believe that Islam is a peaceful 
religion, whereas 14% said it was violent.23

>  pew polls in 2006 and 2011 asked if “violence” was a characteristic they associated with Muslims, 
Americans were generally split. In both polls 45% said yes, while 42% and 46% said no.24

>  a July 2007 Newsweek poll showed that approximately one in four Americans think that “the Qur’an 
condones violence.” The same poll found that Americans were split when it came to their views about 
whether or not “the Muslim culture glorifies suicide.” The results showed that 41% thought it did, while 
40% said it didn’t. The same poll reported that 63% of American Muslims “do not condone violence.”25

>  a 2011 fox news poll asked Americans if they thought Islam is a “peaceful religion trying to get along 
with other religions” or a “violent one trying to take over the world.” Slightly more than four in 10 
Americans (43%) said Islam is “peaceful” while roughly the same number (38%) said it is “violent.”26

>  a 2011 poll by the public religion research institute found that Americans were generally split over 
whether or not they believe “Muslims who commit acts of violence in the name of Islam are really Muslim,” 
or not. Forty-four percent responded affirmatively, while 48% responded negatively.27

Other questions that were asked only once or twice show a more mixed picture when it comes to opinions 
about violence and Islam.
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>  have muslims done enough to stop extremists in 
their communities?

Immediately following acts of terrorism or violence carried out by Muslims, pundits and commentators 
inevitably ask: Where are moderate Muslims, and will they condemn these attacks? Embedded in that refrain 
is the problematic and false presumption that ordinary Muslims, by virtue of belonging to the same religion as 
the attackers, have a special responsibility to speak out against violence or work to prevent it.32 Five separate 
questions asked after 9/11, the language of which also presumes a connection between terrorism  
and Muslims, asked Americans what they thought about how Muslims have responding to such acts.33
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>  are muslims 
sympathetic  
Towards al-Qaeda?

According to a March 2002 survey 
by Gallup, 72% of Americans believed 
that “some” or “most” Muslims 
admire Osama bin Laden.28 Four 
years later, in 2006, Pew asked how 
many American Muslims support 
the terrorist group. One in five (19%) 
said “most” or “many.”29 In 2010, 
Newsweek asked Americans if they 
believed that most Muslims support 
the goals of Al-Qaeda. Eleven 
percent said that “most” Muslims 
support the group’s goals, while one-
quarter of the population said “only 
some.”30 A plurality, 42%, said “very 
few.” Gallup polls conducted in 2006 
and 2011 found that approximately 
one-third of Americans believed 
that “Muslims living in the US are 
sympathetic to the Al-Qaeda terrorist 
organization.” Approximately  
half of Americans disagreed.31

agree 54%
Disagree 32% 
Fox news
oct. 3, 2001

Yes 13%
no 73%  
Fox news
oct 11, 2005

agree 46%
Disagree 33% 
prri
Feb 11, 2011

agree 60%
Disagree 32% 
Fox news
oct. 31, 2001

Yes 20%
no 64% 
Fox news
oct 26, 2010 

“people of Muslim faith, who 
oppose terrorist activities, have a 
special obligation to help defeat 
osama bin laden.” 

“do you think mainstream islamic 
leaders are doing enough to try 
to stop Muslim extremists from 
committing acts of terrorism?”

“american Muslims have not done 
enough to oppose extremism in 
their own communities. do you 
agree or disagree?”

Photo: Hamid Mir
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> how worried are americans about muslim-led Violence?

Six polls conducted between 2005 and 2011, indicate that two-thirds or more 
of all americans are at least “somewhat concerned” with the “rise of islamic 
extremism” in the united States.37 

According to two polls conducted by Newsweek in 2007 and 2010, slightly more than half of the population 
expressed that they were “worried about radicals within the American Muslim community.”38

A Fox News poll found similar results in March of 2011. Half of Americans (49%) expressed that they were 
“very” or “extremely” concerned about the radicalization of Muslims in America.39

>> In the next chapter, we turn to Americans’ support or opposition to government policies and public 
practices — like mosque infiltration, religious profiling at the airport, and making jokes about Muslims — all of 
which “single out” Muslims in different ways. 

Do Americans think that Muslims living in the United States support the use of violence? Several polls since 
2002 offer some answers. 

In August of 2010, Newsweek reported that a plurality of Americans — 48% — believed that “very few” 
Muslims living in the US “support the use of violence by Muslims against non-Muslims.” The same percentage 
said that “most” Muslims are peaceful and “do not condone violence.”34 

A July 2011 study conducted by Pew found that 40% of Americans said that there was “at least a fair amount 
of support for extremism” among Muslims living in the United States, and one in three Americans reported 
that they believed support for extremism was “increasing.”35 

Again in 2011, CBS News asked if Americans believed that Muslims currently living in the United States are 
planning acts of terrorism. Three out of four — 76% — said yes, while only 11% said no.36

> are american muslims Violent?

FlaShback

 
> In an August 1993 poll conducted by the National 
Conference Survey on Intergroup Relations, most  
Americans — 64% — said they hardly feel threatened  
at all by Muslims.40



views on “singling out” Muslims: 
it happens, & it’s expected 

chapter Four



While the car was being serviced, 
he noticed a black box attached 
to the car’s underbody. Two days 
later, as he left his apartment 
complex, FBI agents approached 
him and asked where he’d put 
their tracking device. 

The experience of Yasir Afifi, who 
the FBI followed simply because 
he was an Egyptian Muslim, is  
not an uncommon one.1 In the 

wake of 9/11, American Muslims 
have experienced innumerable 
instances of monitoring, profiling, 
and even detention.

In southern California, an 
undercover FBI informant was 
paid to sleep with Muslim women 
who attended the local mosque 
as part of a larger scheme 
to infiltrate Muslim houses of 
worship and entrap individuals  
in fake terror plots.2 

In New York and around the 
country, law enforcement 
agencies “mapped” Muslim 
communities, placing spies in 
mosques, businesses, and popular 
restaurants and generating 
detailed reports on the religious 
activities of ordinary people.3 

In 2010, a Santa Clara college student 
took his car to get its oil changed. 
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adding inSult to injury:

> A 2011 Pew poll of Muslims living in America 
found that “significant numbers of American 
Muslims report negative experiences”:

Forty-three percent of American Muslims have 
experienced one or more of these five hostile 
acts. This is slightly up from 2007, when 40% 
responded that they’d experienced one or more.4

“people have acted suspicious of you” 

“singled out by airport security”

“called offensive names”

“singled out by other law officers”  

”Threatened or attacked” 

22%

28%

21%

6%13%

MuSliMS Face SuSpicion 
and worSe
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At the Canadian border, American 
Muslims experienced “repeated 
handcuffing, brandishing of 
weapons, prolonged detentions, 
invasive and humiliating body 
searches at the border, and 
inappropriate questioning that 
pertains to religion and religious 
practices.”5 

In the years since 9/11, 
government and law enforcement 
agencies have instituted 
policies that have put the 

American Muslim community 
under increased scrutiny, and 
in some cases violated their 
constitutional rights. As the 
public debated these programs, 
polling organizations asked 
Americans about their opinions 
of these measures. They also 
asked Americans if they believed 
Muslims were being “singled out” 
or discriminated against at all,  
and gauged opinions about 
whether certain attitudes and 
behaviors constituted prejudice.



> should muslims receive increased scrutiny?

in 16 questions, americans were asked about their views on policies that  
would single out Muslims. their responses showed that a sizeable portion  
of the population — a quarter or more — expressed approval for measures  
like religious profiling, monitoring, internment, and requiring special ids. 

planes, Trains, and muslims, oh my! 
A poll conducted immediately after 9/11 found that a majority of 
Americans (58%) thought, “There should be tighter controls on all 
Muslims…while traveling on airlines or trains.”6 Two polls conducted 
in 2006 found that over 40% of Americans favored “extra checks” 
for Muslims before boarding airplanes.7 A Fox News poll in 2006 
found that two-thirds of Americans thought there should be “special 
screening for Muslims who want to immigrate to the United States.”8 
A 2010 poll found that four in five of Americans (79%) thought that 
the new TSA policy requiring “extra screening of all air travelers”  
of 13 predominantly Muslim countries was a “good idea.”9 

is religious profiling oK? 
Immediately after 9/11, an ABC News poll found 51% of Americans 
agreed that “being Arab or Muslim” should be an “important” or 
“secondary” part of the “suspected terrorist” profile.10 The same poll 
found that that four in 10 Americans supported “giving the police 
powers to stop and search anyone who appears to be Arab or Muslim, 
at random.”11 Just over half of Americans (55%) opposed that.

A 2004 poll found that 22% of Americans thought that “U.S. 
government agencies should profile citizens as potential threats based 
on being Muslim or having Middle Eastern heritage.”12

“proFiling: a bipartiSan iSSue” 

 
> “We should profile Muslims.  
Or anyone who looks like he or she 
could conceivably be Muslim.  
And we should be honest about it.”13  
SAM HARRIS, Author of The End of Faith

“We know how to find terrorists 
among us: Profile, profile, profile.”14 
ERIC BOLLING, Fox News host
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monitoring and infiltration
september 2001
Eighty-two percent of Americans said they’d either “favor” or “accept” 
the government “closely monitoring the whereabouts of legal 
immigrants to the United States from Arab and Muslim countries.”  
Only 17% said this action would “go too far.”15

2002 and 2003
Roughly one in four Americans believed that “the government should 
have more power to monitor Muslims more than other groups.” Both polls 
also indicated that half of Americans believed the government should not 
have “the power to monitor Muslims more than other groups.”16 

2004
One in four Americans also thought that “mosques should be closely 
monitored and surveilled by US law enforcement agencies.” A slightly 
higher percentage, 29%, believed that “Muslim civic and volunteer 
organizations should be infiltrated by undercover law enforcement 
agents to keep watch on their activities and fundraising.”17 

July 2007
Fifty-two percent of Americans felt that the FBI “should wiretap 
mosques to try to keep an eye out for radical preaching by Muslim 
clerics.” Thirty-nine percent disagreed and 9% didn’t know.18 

mass internment of muslims? 
In 2007, one in four Americans 
said that they would “favor mass 
detentions of US Muslims if there 
were another 9/11.”20 Sixty percent 
said they would oppose this 
action, and 15% were unsure. 

should muslims carry special iDs?
In 2004, a quarter of Americans 
(27%) agreed that “all Muslim 
Americans should be required to 
register their whereabouts with the 
federal government.”22 In 2006, 
one in four Americans favored 
“requiring Muslims, including those 
who are US citizens, to carry a 
special ID as a means of preventing 
terrorist attacks.”23 Six in 10 
Americans opposed this idea.

deja vu

> “We should have been profiling on 
September 12, 2001. Let’s take a trip 
down memory lane here: The last war 
this country won, we put Japanese-
Americans in internment camps, we 
dropped nuclear bombs on residential 
city centers. So, yes, profiling would 
be at least a good start.”  
JONATHAN HOENIG21 

“We have to go all out with 
surveillance. We have to monitor 
what’s happening in those 
communities and we have to be 
quick to call it terrorism.” 

 
repreSentative peter king19 
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> perceptions of muslims’ Treatment 

in the post-9/11 climate, americans expected that Muslims would be targeted 
specifically, but many didn’t see this targeting as “unfair” or as a violation of 
Muslims’ rights.

> In 2007 and 2011, Americans were split over whether 
they thought that the “government’s anti-terrorism policies 
singled out Muslims.” Of this population, a little over half of 
the population expressed that they were “bothered” at least 
“to some degree” while slightly under half of the population 
expressed that they were bothered “not much” or “not at 
all” by the “singling out of Muslims.”28

Across four polls, and five questions, conducted between 2001 and 2003, a majority of Americans (at least 
60%) believed that the “U.S. government was doing enough to protect the rights” of Muslims, whether they 
are citizens or not.24 Another poll in 2002 found that a slightly smaller majority felt that the “civil rights of 
Muslims were being respected by this country’s criminal justice system.”25 

A 2005 poll found that half of Americans (49%) said it was “extremely” or “very likely” that “the Patriot Act 
would be used to investigate Muslim Americans.”26 Another 36% of Americans said it was somewhat likely, 
while only 15% thought it was “not too likely” or “not at all likely.”

Polls conducted in 2007 and 2011 found that, approximately half of Americans thought that Muslims were 
treated fairly by law enforcement. When asked, they disagreed that “Muslims in the United States were 
targeted unfairly by law enforcement.”27 
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> Do muslims face Discrimination?

in the decade after 9/11, the number of americans who believed that Muslims 
faced discrimination in the u.S. rose.

Four polls, conducted between 2000 and 2013 asked Americans how much discrimination Muslims faced.29 
In 2000, half the population (53%) said that Muslims faced at least “some” discrimination.30 In the later polls 
(2005, 2009, and 2013), more Americans perceived that Muslims were facing discrimination (67%, 81%, and 
73% respectively). 

During the 10 years after 9/11, nine polls found that a vast majority of Americans thought it was “very” or 
“somewhat likely” that “Muslims would be singled out unfairly by people in this country.”31 An average of 37% 
thought it was “very likely” and 43% thought it would be “somewhat likely.” An average of 16% thought it was 
“not too likely” or “not at all likely.”

In later years, however, Americans’ responses to Muslim discrimination were varied. Three polls conducted 
between 2009 and 2014 by PRRI and Pew indicate that approximately two-thirds of Americans believed 
that “there is a lot of discrimination against Muslims in the United States today.”32 But according to two 
polls conducted by Rasmussen in 2011 and 2013, approximately two-thirds of Americans do not believe their 
Muslim compatriots are “treated unfairly because of their religion and ethnicity.”33

> Back in 1993, only 45% 
thought that “Muslims really 
face discrimination” and 
43% believed there was “a 
tendency to discriminate 
against Muslims in the US.”34

FlaShback
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hate crimeas against muslims are five times than before 9/11
Hate crime incidents against Muslims, by year

Source: Fbi uniform crime Statistics
washingtonpost.com/wonkblog
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> what Do americans Think about prejudice Towards muslims? 

While Americans are not generally aware of specific threats or episodes of prejudice towards Muslims, they 
are aware of a more general climate of prejudice.

> Threats and Jokes: Not Okay, But Expected 

In the days following 9/11, 96% of Americans thought that vandalism of mosques and the threatening of 
Muslims was “inappropriate.”34 Sixty-four percent of that group said it was absolutely “inexcusable” while 32% 
said it was “understandable considering the severity of the attacks.”Though Americans overwhelmingly were 
against this behavior, hate crimes against Muslims reached an all time high after 9/11.35

A few months later, when asked about the appropriateness of people making “jokes or negative remarks 
about Arabs or Muslims,”51% said “there is no excuse for it” and 43% said it was “understandable” but that 
they “wish it didn’t happen.”36

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Figure 14

“Ground Zero 
mosque” 

controversy
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> Muslims in the media: Is coverage fair?

After the Oklahoma City bombing in 1995, when some in the media initially reported that the attack was likely 
committed by an Arab Muslim, 60% of Americans said that “the media coverage of the bombing was fair.”42 

In August 2010, amid the so-called Ground Zero Mosque controversy, 42% of Americans thought coverage of 
Muslims is “too negative,” while one in three thought it is “generally fair.”43

>> Now we’ll take a look at the ways in which Americans have come to view their Muslim compatriots’ place in 
American society.

> Hatred and hostility in the decade after 9/11?

Even though hate crimes against Muslims were at an all-time high in the months after 9/11, 61% 
of Americans surveyed in the fall of 2001 said they hadn’t “seen or heard about discrimination 
in their area since 9/11.”37 

In 2006, 65% of Americans claimed they had not “recently heard other people say prejudiced 
things against Muslims.”38 One in three reported that they had heard a prejudiced comment 
recently. In that same year, 83% of Americans said that they didn’t have any “close friends or 
relatives who they would describe as prejudiced against Muslims.”39 

According to Pew, between 2006 and 2011, Americans began noticing more hostility towards 
Muslims. Between those years, the number of Americans responding that “most” or “many” 
Americans were “hostile towards Muslims” nearly doubled.40

MuSliMS aS terroriStS 

> In August 2011, 60% of Americans 
believed that “too many Americans 
think that all Muslims are terrorists.”41
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belonging in america:  
community mosques are okay, 
Muslims in politics are not

chapter Five



While historians debate the exact 
dates of their arrival, few question 
the circumstances of it: the first 
wave was by force, the second 
by choice. Muslims comprised 
between 15% and 30% of the 
African slaves brought to colonial 
America.1 Later in the nineteenth 
century, immigrants from former 
territories of the Ottoman Empire 
arrived, and in the mid-twentieth 
century Muslims emigrated from 

North Africa, South Asia, and 
elsewhere. Today, the Muslim 
population in the United States 
hovers around three million.2 

Today, most American Muslims 
are socially, politically, and 
economically integrated. 
According to Gallup, American 
Muslim women are one of the 
most highly educated religious 
groups in the country, second 

only to Jewish women.3 American 
Muslims have higher degrees 
of economic gender parity 
than any other group, and an 
overwhelming majority — 93% — 
consider themselves “loyal to the 
United States.”4 American Muslims 
express that they are “satisfied 
with the way things are going in 
their lives,” and nearly 80% are 
happy with “how things are going 
in their communities.”5 

Muslims have long been a part of 
the American story.

> In a 1995 Gallup poll, 12% of 
Americans indicated that they would 
not like to have a Muslim neighbor.6 
Two polls conducted more than 10 
years later, show a 10% increase. 
According to data from the Los Angeles 
Times and Gallup, approximately one in 
five Americans say they would not like 
to have a Muslim as a neighbor.7 Still, 
three out of four Americans reported 
that they would be okay with — or even 
like — a Muslim neighbor.
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have triggered a climate of 
suspicion and fear of Muslims. 
Discrimination, hate crimes and 
the erosion of civil liberties are 
often consequences. More than 
half of all American Muslims 
have reported that after 9/11 life 
became more difficult.8

As images of violence and 
brutality from groups like ISIS 
ricochet throughout the world, 
American Muslims negotiate their 
religious and national identities, 
often under pressure from 

detractors who demand that 
they choose between their faith 
and their country. Do Americans 
feel that Muslims deserve the 
same rights as their other 
compatriots? Are they loyal to 
the values of the United States? 
Do Americans believe that they 
should be political leaders? Are 
they integrated into the cultural, 
social, and political fabrics of this 
country? This chapter examines 
the degree to which Americans 
believe their Muslim co-citizens 
belong in this country.
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> muslims in the neighborhood: how close is Too close?

The Mother Mosque of America, once known as the Rose of Fraternity Lodge, in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, was  
built in 1934. Though it’s not the oldest one in the country (a mosque in Ross, North Dakota was erected in 
1929 but torn down several decades later) it is the longest-standing. For more than four decades, Muslims 
who had migrated to America’s heartland gathered inside the small white structure to worship.9 Since the 
1930s, mosques have grown in number along with the American Muslim population. 

Today there are more than 2,000 mosques in the United States.10 Most are located in or around major 
metropolitan areas, and cities with larger Muslim communities. Between 1990 and 2000, the total number  
of mosques increased by 42%.11 From 2000 to 2010, they increased by 74%.12 What do Americans think  
about mosques in their communities? What does polling data tell us about their views on the so-called 
“Ground Zero Mosque?”
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> American Views of Mosques, Big and Small

In the wake of the 2010 controversy over the construction of the Park51 Islamic Community Center — dubbed 
the “Ground Zero Mosque” by its opponents — Americans were asked about their views of new mosque 
construction in the United States. 

polling data shows that americans have been generally supportive  
of mosques being built in their communities. 

A Time poll conducted in 2010 showed that more than half of all American (55%) said they would be okay 
with a mosque being built just two blocks from their home.15 

Despite Americans’ support for mosque construction near their homes, they were significantly less supportive 
of the proposed Park51 Islamic Community Center in New York. Though most did acknowledge that the 
Muslim owners of the property had the right to build the facility, they opposed its construction. This caused 
concern among the mosque’s supporters, who believed that opposition to the project was rooted in the 
notion that Islam was responsible for the attacks of 9/11.

In 2010, the Public Religion Research Institute found that three out of four Americans (76%) reported that 
they would favor the construction of mosques in their community.13 A 2010 Newsweek poll reported similar 
results (72%), as did a 2011 survey by CNN (69%).14

> According to three Pew surveys conducted in 2001, 2008, 
and 2009, approximately one in four Americans favored 
“Muslim mosques” being able to “apply for government 
funds to provide social services to people who need them.”16 
On average, half of the population “opposed” mosques 
being able to apply. While the Constitution prohibits the use 
of federal funds for religious activities, it does not prohibit 
funds for non-religious social services. According to a Gallup 
poll from 2003, 56% of Americans disapprove of Islamic 
religious organizations using federal funds to support social 
programs like daycare and drug rehabilitation.17
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twelve surveys conducted during the “ground Zero Mosque” controversy 
found that a majority of americans were against the center’s construction.

Four polls conducted in August and September of 2010 indicated that more than six in 10 Americans believed 
that building a mosque and Islamic center near Ground Zero was “wrong” or “not appropriate.”18 

Five surveys that asked whether Americans “support” or “oppose” the project found similar results: roughly 
six in 10 Americans said they “oppose” the construction of an Islamic Center near Ground Zero, while 
approximately one in four said they support it.19 

Three other polls, each conducted by different organizations, found that a majority of Americans also 
indicated that the center “should not” be built; that they “generally opposed” its construction; and agreed 
with its opponents.20 

Despite the fact that most Americans didn’t want the mosque to be built, constitutional rights that limit 
government interference protected the project. And while they weren’t happy about it, many Americans 
understood that. In four polls conducted in August and September of 2010 by Fox News and Quinnipiac, 
Americans expressed overwhelmingly that Muslims “had the right to build a mosque near Ground Zero” in 
Manhattan. Between one-quarter and one-third of the population thought that Muslims “did not have the right.”21 
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> muslims in the classroom and workplace

As the American population becomes more diverse, discussions about minority rights become more 
necessary. This is particularly so in classrooms and workplaces across the country. 

How have Americans viewed work and school accommodations over the years? 

A 2004 study by the Public Agenda Foundation reported that over half of Americans (57%) didn’t think 
“companies should be required to give Muslim workers daily breaks for religious observances,” i.e. prayer.22 

Americans view accommodations at school slightly more favorably. A Pew survey conducted in 2000 showed 
that over half of Americans thought that Muslim holidays should be given the same attention by public 
schools as Christmas celebrations. A third of Americans thought that this is unnecessary.23

A 1993 Zogby poll found that Americans were split over whether or not “school cafeterias should recognize 
unique dietary needs of Muslim students.”24 Thirty-eight percent agreed at least “somewhat” that schools 
should accommodate Muslim dietary needs, while 37% disagreed at least “somewhat.” One-quarter expressed 
that they were unsure.

FlaShback

> A 1993 Zogby poll indicated that half of Americans (49%) believed that Muslims 
should not get “days off with pay” on major Islamic holidays. The same poll found 
that one in three Americans did not think that “Muslims should be allowed time off 
from work on Fridays [the Muslim holy day] to pray.”25

> In March of 2015, New York mayor 
Bill De Blasio announced that New 
York City schools would close in 
observance of two Muslim religious 
holidays, Eid Al-Adha and Eid Al-Fitr.
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> Views on the Veil > muslims and political office

The degree to which American Muslims “belong” extends beyond the confines of school and work. Politics is 
important, too. Participating in the democratic project is one way to express one’s patriotism. For American 
Muslims, whose loyalty to the ideals of the United States is often questioned, that participation is particularly 
important. Yet, when Muslims do get involved politically, their participation is often met with skepticism.  
In the lead-up to the 2012 president election, Senator Michele Bachmann claimed that then-Secretary of State 
Hillary Clinton’s chief of staff, Huma Abedin, was connected to the Muslim Brotherhood. 

The two Muslim members of Congress — Representatives Keith Ellison and Andre Carson — have experienced 
character assassination and charges that they are “infiltrating” the U.S. government.

In the past two presidential election cycles, the label “Muslim” has been transformed into an accusation.  
In 2008, some opponents of then-Senator Barack Obama labeled him a Muslim, turning an inaccurate 
description of his religious affiliation (Obama is a Christian) into a slur that was intended to diminish support for 
him. A 2014 Harvard survey found that 54% of Republicans believe that “deep down,” Obama is a Muslim.30 

In September of 2015 — after this study was completed — Republican presidential candidate Ben Carson 
appeared on Meet the Press, and said that he would “not advocate putting a Muslim in charge” of the  
United States. When pressed further, he suggested that the values of Islam are at odds with the Constitution, 
and that a potential Muslim president must reject certain tenets of their faith. His controversial remarks 
revived an American discussion about religion and the presidency. 

What do Americans think about Muslims in politics? Could a Muslim ever be elected President?  
How about a Muslim Supreme Court Justice? 

In 1993, a majority of Americans (59%) believed that “Muslim women should be allowed to veils to work,  
if they desire.” Twenty percent disagreed.26 In a 2005 survey conducted by Pew, 57% of Americans believed 
that “banning the Muslim headscarf in public places, including schools” was a “bad idea.” One in three 
expressed that a ban would be a “good idea.”27 

How about Muslim students who wear the headscarf? A 2007 Newsweek poll found that 69% of Americans 
believed that they should be allowed to.28 

how would parentS Feel 
about a MuSliM eleMentary 
School teacher  
in their coMMunity? 

> According to a 2011 Public Religion 
Research Institute survey, roughly four 
in 10 would be “uncomfortable” with 
it, while a majority — 57% — would be 
okay with it.29 
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organization date positive, more likely 
to vote/support

negative, 
less likely

doesn’t matter

Fox News

Fox News

Pew

Pew

1.14.2003

12.5.2006

2.7.2007

8.1.2007

3

5

1

3

49

45

46

45

44

42

49

49

In the years following 9/11, three polling agencies asked Americans if they would vote for a Muslim president. 
In a 2003 Pew poll, 56% agreed they would vote for a Muslim candidate nominated by their party of choice.31 
A 2006 Los Angeles Times poll asked if “you could vote for a Muslim candidate for president” and only 34% 
said yes, and a majority (54%) said no.32 A 2008 poll also asked this and 45% said yes while 48% said no.33

In four polls conducted between 2003 and 2007, nearly half of Americans responded that they would be “less 
likely” to “vote for” or “support” a presidential candidate if he or she were Muslim. Approximately the same 
percentage reported that it “doesn’t matter.”34 (See Figure 15.)
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> A Muslim in the White House?

Many americans, around half 
in some polls, reported that 
they would be unsupportive of a 
Muslim presidential candidate 
or be “uncomfortable” with a 
Muslim in the white house.
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americans “less likely” to Vote for a muslim presidentFigure 15 



> Views on american muslims’ patriotism and loyalty

while many americans have viewed their Muslim neighbors has “patriotic,” 
significant portions of the population have doubted their loyalty over the years.

A 2006 German Marshall Fund survey, for example, indicated that over half of all Americans (56%) do not 
believe that the values of Islam are compatible with the values of America’s democracy.41

In 2007, Newsweek found that while four in 10 Americans said that Muslims are “equally loyal” to their religion 
and the United States, one in three said that they were less loyal to the United States.42

Several polls over the years have asked Americans what they think about the loyalty and patriotism of 
American Muslims, and the compatibility of their religious values with the values of the United States.
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“America counts millions of Muslims amongst our citizens, and Muslims make an 
incredibly valuable contribution to our country. Muslims are doctors, lawyers, 
law professors, members of the military, entrepreneurs, shopkeepers, moms and 
dads. And they need to be treated with respect. In our anger and emotion, our 
fellow Americans must treat each other with respect.”

 
preSident george w. buSh, speaking at the islamic center of washington, dc 
after the attacks of 9/11.

In 2007 a Fox survey found that eight in 10 Americans (83%) believed that “most Americans would not be 
comfortable with a Muslim president.”35

When the Associated Press asked Americans in 2007 how they felt about a potential Muslim presidential 
candidate, more than four in 10 (42%) said “very uncomfortable.”36 In 2011, the Public Religion Research Institute 
reported that six in 10 Americans (63%) would be “uncomfortable” with a Muslim serving as president.37

(A 2015 poll by Gallup, which was conducted after this study was completed, found that a majority of 
Americans, 60%, would vote for a Muslim president).38

> A 2010 Time poll found that roughly 
one in three Americans believed that 
a Muslim should not be allowed to 
be President of the United States or 
a justice on the American Supreme 
Court.39 That year, Fox News reported 
that 53% of Americans would be 
“uncomfortable” with a Muslim 
Supreme Court justice.40



One in four Americans, according to a Time poll from 2010, believed that their Muslim compatriots are not 
“patriotic.”45 Over four years later, ahead of the 2012 elections, Gallup found that over half of Americans (53%) 
reported that American Muslims are supportive of the United States, while one in three said they are not.46 

What do Americans say about the contributions of their Muslim neighbors? Do they view them as an 
important part of the religious community in the United States?

The Public Religion Research Institute asked Americans in 2011 and 2012 if they thought that American Muslims 
were an important part of the country’s religious community. Here’s how they responded:47 (See Figure 16.) 

Later, in 2013, PRRI found that one in four Americans believe that “Muslims are changing American culture 
and way of life for the worse,” while just 18% believe they are “changing it for the better.”48
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> A 1993 poll conducted by the National Conference Survey 
on Intergroup Relations asked if American Muslims are 
“anti-American.” More than half (53%) said they agreed.43 
In the wake of 9/11, Wirthlin Worldwide posed a similar 
question, asking Americans “how many” Muslims in this 
country are anti-American. Four in 10 said “just a few.”44 

organization date completely 
agree

Mostly 
agree

Mostly
disagree

completely
disagree

don’t know/
refused

PRRI 2/11/2011 24 38 17 13 8

PRRI 8/1/2011 15 39 27 16 3

PRRI 2/1/2012 21 33 19 14 14

agree or Disagree?: “american muslims are an important part of the religious 
community in the us.”

Figure 16
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> immigrants and integration

Muslim immigration to the United States has increased in recent years. In the two decades between 1992 and 
2012, Muslim immigration to the United States doubled.49 According to a 2013 study, since 1992 the United States 
has admitted an estimated total of 1.7 million Muslims.50 What do Americans think about Muslim immigration to 
the United States? Do they believe that Muslims who immigrate to America will be loyal to her values?

According to two polls conducted in the year after 9/11, three-quarters of Americans believed that the US 
government should “restrict” the number of immigrants from Arab and Muslim countries.51 This level of 
support for restrictions on immigrants is much higher than it was after the first World Trade Center bombings 
in 1993, when less than half of Americans believed Muslim immigration should be restricted.52 

Other data shows similar views. A 2002 Gallup poll reported that four in 10 Americans wanted to reduce 
the number of immigrants from Muslim-majority countries, while the same number think immigration should 
continue at its current level.54 A 2007 Newsweek poll found that 45% of Americans felt that the United States 
was allowing “too many” Muslim immigrants.55 

It’s not just immigration that concerns some, but rather how Muslim immigrants integrate once they are here. 
In general, though, polling data has indicated over the years that Americans tend to believe that Muslims 
coming to the United States want to be equal participants and support its values. 

Three Pew surveys from 2005, 2006 and 2011 found that one-third of Americans believed that Muslim 
immigrants want to “adopt our customs and way of life.” Still, nearly half of respondents said Muslims wanted 
to be “distinct from the larger United States society.”56 

A Fox News survey on the fifth anniversary of 9/11 reported that just under half (46%) of Americans believed 
that Muslim immigrants “really want to become a part of this country and support American traditions and 
culture,” while approximately four in 10 (38%) say they don’t.57

A 2008 Transatlantic Trends survey reported that six in 10 Americans agreed that Muslims coming into the 
United States today want to integrate. That organization also found in 2010 that 45% of Americans believed 
that Muslims had integrated “well,” while 40% believed they had integrated “poorly.” For children of Muslim 
immigrants born in the United States, a stark difference emerged. Sixty-two percent of Americans reported 
they were well integrated, while only 24% said they were “poorly” integrated.58

For additional polling questions related to the topic of belonging, see Chapter 5 Notes.59FlaShback

 
> A 1993 Zogby poll asked if the Muslim 
population was growing too rapidly. 
20% agreed, while 71% disagreed.53 



concluSion

This Super Survey tells a story that is 
neither overly optimistic, nor entirely 
bleak. It paints a paradoxical picture 
that is sometimes hopeful and at 
other times discouraging. 



On the one hand, Americans feel more coldly towards Muslims than 
other religious groups, and significant portions of the population have 
expressed support for practices and policies that would curb the 
freedoms of American Muslims. On the other hand, most Americans 
have favorable views of their Muslim compatriots and have no problem 
with Muslim women donning headscarves at school and work. Most 
Americans opposed the construction of an Islamic center near the site 
of the 9/11 attacks in New York, yet the vast majority have also said they 
would support the construction of a mosque in their own neighborhood. 

What this Super Survey shows is that americans have tended to be 
more weary of islam and muslims when they’re presented in a general 
way or tied up in a political issue. But Americans have been more 
supportive of the religion and its followers within the context of local, 
everyday issues.

This report also provides important insights into the state of 
Islamophobia in America today. By some estimates, prejudice towards 
and discrimination against Muslims is at an all time high in the United 
States. Hate crimes against Muslims today are five times more likely 
than they were before 9/11, having spiked considerably in 2010 during 
the controversy surrounding the so-called Ground Zero Mosque.1  
This rise in hate crimes accompanies increasingly negative views about 
Muslims’ religion. More Americans believe Islam “encourages violence” 

today than did after 9/11. This correlation between increased hate 
crimes and negative views of Islam suggests what many have long 
thought: that negative views translate into hostile actions. 

Between December 2014 and July 2015, nine Muslims were shot and 
killed in attacks in the U.S. and Canada. Only one of those incidents,  
the shooting in Chapel Hill that took the lives of three students, received 
national media coverage.2 This uptick in hate crimes is dangerous for 
America’s pluralistic society, which endeavors to be a melting pot where 
all citizens, regardless of religion, can achieve the American Dream.

Though most of the polling data in this report doesn’t measure 
Americans’ support for prejudice towards or discrimination against 
Muslims, occasionally it does. In numerous polls, sizeable minorities of 
Americans responded in support of policies that would discriminate 
against Muslims: increasing profiling at airports, unwarranted spying on 
Muslim communities, and even detention of the U.S. Muslim population. 
These findings should also be troubling for Americans. 

This report shows that while there is much to praise about Americans’ 
attitudes towards Muslims—both at home and abroad—there is 
still much work to be done. We hope this Super Survey can inform 
lawmakers, journalists, activists, and ordinary Americans, as we all strive 
to make this country a more inclusive place for all.
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